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Good morning, everybody.  My name is Adam Dodds and as you can tell by my 

dulcet tones, I hail from New Zealand, a lovely country that's famous for rugby, 

hobbits and a lack of vowels in the way in which we speak.  So if you guys need any 

clarity on any of the words that I'm saying or you need me to slow down then please 

let me know.   

Look, we've heard about from James, the concept of standards or an open based 

approach to cloud.  What I'm going to do is try and bring it back a layer at first and 

give you some context around the customer drivers that we're seeing at an Asia-Pac 

level at the moment and some of the considerations around the problem statements 

that they're facing today. 

Then following that introduction which I'm going to try and make short and sharp for 

about ten minutes, I'll let the panel introduce themselves and we're going to have a 

little bit of a discussion around really the real challenges of cloud and what open 

means and some of the considerations that we need to go through in that process. 

So I look after the IT research program for our services.  Equally I [set] and run the 

Asia-Pacific cloud survey that's currently in the market at the moment, so I've got 

some good interim results with regards to the environment.  Equally I lead IDC on the 
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new concept of brokerage and how that's evolving as a new methodology for dealing 

with some of the scale issues that we have around cloud. 

So let's get started.  You have to have been living under a rock to have not heard 

about the concept of the 3
rd

 platform, understanding that paradigm around mobile, 

social, big data and cloud and the influence that it's having on organisations as a 

whole. 

From an opportunity point of view, it's a big number.  So last year's results showed 

that it was about $15 billion opportunity, but based on our latest results, we can see 

that there's been an exponential growth with regards to that.   

The most important characteristic that every service provider needs to understand is 

that this is fundamentally impacting all businesses.  There's only half of them however, 

that really feel that the movement to the cloud is going to either open your 

opportunities, disrupt the markets, or alternatively change the way in which they 

engage as an organisation.   

There are real questions now being asked around how is it that I provide value to my 

customer, but equally how do I remain insightful about that customer.  How do I 

capture more information about what they are doing?  

So when you think about the very nature of that, you realise that we're seeing a bit of 

a split when it comes to technology.  There is the split around what does my business 

need functionally; what is it that my business needs from a value point of view.  And 

as such we're seeing this real complexity starting to show up in the value chain.   

So if you take the principles of cloud and mobile etc. and you try and overlay it on the 

legacy ecosystem, take distribution, take your procurement businesses, take those that 

are trying to add professional services and a management component over the top of it, 

not only are organisations trying to understand how it is that you can move from a 

procurement [inaudible] or a balance sheet sale from a customer point of view into 

this new model of having an annuity based revenue.   

But equally, they're trying to understand what is this new diverse customer mix that I 

need to deal with.  How is it that I deal with a CIO?  How is it that I deal with a CMO?  

And in most cases when you're actually dealing with the majority volume of 

organisations [set] by the small business level, how is it that I deal with the CEO?  Do 

I want to go and have a conversation around Ethernet, around infrastructure as a 

service or do I want to have a conversation around what makes your business faster 

and more agile? 

Then you take the enterprise challenge that sits on top of this and the enterprise 

challenge is a little bit different.  The reality is I want to be as fast as the small 

business guys because I know that through the use of the manifestation of these 

different concepts of cloud and social etc I know that my competition has the ability 

to compete with me quickly to adopt whatever unique value proposition that I might 

have and come at it with something a little bit different. 

So we're in this really big sort of flux of everybody that's involved.  Equally when you 

look across the country mix at the moment, you can see from a maturity point of view, 
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when I get into the slides, you can see that different countries are at different stages in 

their adoption cycle.   

So the real questions when you're starting to evolve yourself into an open or standards 

approach is really what is the problem that I'm trying to solve and whose problem is it.  

Because at the end of the day unless the problem is solving a customer -- or unless the 

answer is solving a customer's problem, then in reality we're just trying to save 

ourselves.  When in reality in this new world, nobody is being saved, everything is on 

the table. 

So about, well, no, in fact it was last year, when we ran our results, we asked the 

question of those that are using cloud versus those that are not looking to use cloud.  

Now this is private and public, across infrastructure as a service to software as a 

service and business process outsourcing.  We've moved from 37% to 2%.   

So fundamentally you can see that all organisations are believing that they are in the 

cloud space.  Whether or not they are behaving in the cloud space is the question.  

And equally there is another question in the business which is who is driving that 

cloud strategy. 

When we asked the questions of our customers, we found that in a lot of instances, the 

concept of shadow IT is really starting to evolve.  The frustrations of the lines of 

business, the stakeholders who are customer orientated are just going around the CIO 

office and adopting cloud propositions, avoiding concepts around data and all of those 

great issues, just because they know that they need this sort of thing to be able to 

compete. 

Equally, when you look at the challenge statement and you look at it, 60% of 

organisations are adopting two or more cloud services.  Now, from a nature point of 

view, these are very much horizontal propositions.  They're very niche-based in the 

fact that they apply to almost every organisation.   

And the challenge is from a service provider point of view is the reason that is, is 

because it's easier to go and sell these horizontal propositions.  To really start to get in 

to something vertically orientated constructs around integrated SaaS or infrastructure 

as a service requires a lot of effort, requires a lot of pedigree and it requires most 

importantly a lot of time.  So at the moment we're not there. 

But in saying that therein lies the real challenges.  How do CIOs and how do these 

exec tables set up to understand whether or not they actually should by nature be 

moving for a cloud first strategy much in the way in that the web environment people 

are moving for a mobile first engagement.  Equally if they are going to do that, 

understanding the value of information inside the business and therefore the policies 

that you use around the way in which that information is stored and applied. 

Cloud is not without its challenges.  I think everybody in the room would realise this.  

If we stay with the execs, fundamentally shifting the governance models around the 

way in which you engage cloud is a problem statement in its own right.  But equally 

the challenge to service providers is not to hold back with the legacy models of 
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yesterday.  But it is to move forward bravely and understand that the value of a 

service provider is to stay in that complexity space.   

The moment you think you're safe and you've got a simple proposition, you need to 

evolve very quickly.  Because when you look at it, the more mature countries have 

had somewhat less issues.  But by and by, the biggest challenge statement for us all in 

the room, CIOs and service providers alike, is the fact that there is a distinct lack of 

capability in the marketplace.   

Now what that means is it's not a local problem.  It's not even a regional problem, it's 

a global problem.  So when you're thinking about great resources that you have and 

why they want to be with your business, you're left in the sort of situation of 

understanding that they have a fundamental choice.  They could be with you or they 

could be in America.  They could be with you or they could be in Europe.   

So really making sure that you have a really good understanding of one, your 

customers' maturity; equally, two, your country's maturity and three, how it is that you 

can attract great people to your business to help with this migration process and 

mitigate some of these real challenges that we've seen.   

And I draw the example of Thailand here.  Whilst it was a small sample set, the things 

from a cloud enablement, cloud adoption point of view that we don't want to see is 

anyone having a bad experience.  So it's about setting greater expectations, realistic 

expectations and driving through on them. 

This is a really interesting piece to my mind.  When you look at the proportion of 

spend that's being allocated to cloud at the moment, you can see that there is 34% 

migrating its way to 37% over the next couple of years.   

Now fundamentally what this means is the challenge on the CFO and the challenge on 

traditional governance metrics from a finance point of view to evolve to be able to 

handle this, to be able to set levels of tolerance around what it's going to cost from a 

budgetary point of view, from an IT perspective is a real issue.   

For migration to cloud, we've seen that really that in year one, the upfront costs are 

about 60% to 80%.  So once you're in the cloud, it's sort of okay.  James mentioned 

before the issue around [lock in] and the irony about [lock in] and really the soft 

barrier -- well, it's actually a hard barrier is really the commercial cost of change.   

So from an open point of view, if open was to make things more dynamic and allow 

people the opportunity from one workload provider to another workload provider, 

then we're now entering this world which I've started to -- I've spent a lot of time 

focusing on and this is the concept around brokerage.   

Do businesses really care about who their provider is over time?  And equally, are 

they dynamic enough to be able to allocate such that they can get proportional cost 

savings as a result of it?   

And the answers are this is still evolving right now.  But as customers become more 

information-led, by nature of that, they will be capturing more information.  Once you 

start reaching proportional scales with regards to that information, the benefits of cost 
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of change relative to a storage network or process-intensive workloads becomes more 

real and as such we are going to see those sorts of things coming through.   

So really what I wanted to do now is just actually take the time to move on to the 

panel discussion because I think the panel discussion is probably a more important 

part of the session.   

But briefly in summary, look, cloud is becoming BAU for the Asia-Pac region.  There 

are differing levels of maturity going on.  When you look at the country leaders at the 

moment, it is Australia and New Zealand.  I'm unashamedly proud of that the fact that 

it is happening.  Ironically it's a government-led strategy that is actually driving that 

from a New Zealand point of view.   

And organisations are having to change in their own right.  Having great 

conversations around how it is that you evolve your own propositions is good, but 

never lose sight of the customer.  And the reality is every customer application is 

going to be different and every Asia Pacific country is facing their own challenges 

right now.   

To compare country to country is difficult because some are very much private cloud 

orientated versus public cloud orientated.  And so in the context of having to deal with 

each of those countries, you need the right people on the ground.  There's very much a 

parochial nature to that engagement. 

So I'd like to take the opportunity now to let the panel introduce themselves.  Steve,  

do you want to start? 

Steven Chappell  

Steven Chappell from Wedge Network. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

I'm Passakorn from Thailand, from UIH.  We are a service provider 

James Walker 

I'm James Walker, Vice President of Managed Network Services at Tata and 

President of the Cloud Ethernet Forum. 

Kevin Buckingham  

Good morning.  Kevin Buckingham, BT Global Services.  I'm the General Manager 

for our BT Compute arm within Asia Pac, Middle East and Africa. 

Adam Dodds 

Thanks guys.  I love the way the red light goes on in the microphone giving you an 

indication. 

Look I want to ask all of you as a panel a question and if I could start with you Steve, 

if you don't mind, and if we just work our way along.  How do we make this simpler 
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for the customers?  And look, I'm happy for you to talk at any level, enterprise down 

to smaller.  But really as far as cloud goes how do we make this simpler such that we 

have a greater addressable market from a service provider point of view? 

Steven Chappell 

Well, I think the topic of the session, Open Cloud Environment, to have an open cloud 

environment, James talked a lot about it with the things we have to come up with 

standards and all worked out.  But I've got a couple of examples. 

The question was asked right at the end on the security.  And we actually came across 

the exact example of this where if you're using open cloud environment [with 

cooperation].  So we have a healthcare company, there is a healthcare company in 

Canada that all their doctors had the PDA devices that they could -- while they're in 

the different hospitals they can download patient records.  They can look at all the 

patient files, patient records and see anything they want.  That's fairly normal.   

So their concern was they said okay, when these doctors go up from building to 

building or hospital to hospital in the different cities within our network, we want that 

protected.  We want to make sure that the data they get, they're the only ones that get 

it and it can't go anywhere else.  Fairly simple, lots of [places], that's fairly normal to 

do.   

But then they came back and said now here's the next thing though.  They said if these 

doctors leave our network environment of the hospital and they're actually out on their 

cellular network, their LTE networks we want to control it there too.  So when they're 

just logged into Bell Canada and they're downloading these files from their home or in 

their car, we still want it secured.  That created a different challenge.   

So what we were able to do is create a cloud so when they're in their environment, all 

this data once it's requested, it's tagged and it goes through the cloud and we verify the 

user, the right data, this is who's supposed to see it and we let it go through.  We then 

partnered -- this is the open cloud environment, we partnered with Bell Canada and 

said look, here's the devices.  You know the devices, you know exactly which ones 

they are.  Whenever that device downloads data of any kind, we don't care, you don't 

have to work out it is, any time that device downloads data we want you to redirect it 

through this cloud, so we can look at what that doctor's looking for and make sure it's 

okay and bring it back [to port].   

So there was the cooperation where they agreed.  So now we have multiple networks, 

the hospital's network and the actual LTE carrier network that are redirecting those 

files through our cloud to take the security measures.   

So that's just a quick example of -- it wasn't simple if we don't have all the standards 

and we don't have everything quite set up yet.  But it shows an example of how we 

can really use or in the future how this will all become much more seamless as we go 

[inaudible]. 

So we look at it -- I know we can talk to the panel, we're going to talk a lot about from 

-- I'm the only one here that's not a carrier on this side or a big provider.  And they 
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have different needs and different issues done on the open cloud.  When we look at it 

and we feel for companies like Wedge, some of them will say well, Wedge needs it.  

Companies, like Wedge is we're looking at how we can use the cloud or how the 

cloud can be used to provide services to customers that won't even know they're using 

the cloud for example.   

And this is for -- we're really talking about small to medium businesses.  And an 

example I'll try and run through real quick is the small to medium business for many 

years for a couple of decades, they'd load McAfee or something on all their end-point 

PCs and that's their security.  These are the non-technical small businesses the retail 

stores, the shopping centres, places like that.  And that worked.   

But as you've seen and we all know there's a huge paradigm shift.  The network is not 

a network anymore.  Now even the small businessmen have a lot of PDAs; they have 

a lot of iPads.  They have a lot of different kinds of devices coming and going from 

their businesses.  They have customer waiting rooms that have free Wi-Fi.  They can't 

download, they can't control like they used to.   

So this is the perfect opportunity for the cloud providers, you know, my colleagues 

here that are providing that Internet connection for that small business to go to that 

small businessman and say you know what, I will take care of that security for you.  

Everything you used to do in the past by trying to download it and control it in your 

own network, don't worry about it.  I will actually secure that pipe that comes in and 

out of your business.  I'll do the anti-malware, anti-spam, [BLP] services, web content 

filtering.  You know there's a lot of different services I can offer you, Mr. Small 

Businessman.   

And we're finding that it's resonating very well.  Small businesses really understand 

the story, they like it.  They're not security experts so it fits well.  So you could go to a 

lot of these small businesses now and say do you use the cloud? And they'd say no, 

when in fact a big piece of their business, their security is now actually being 

delivered by the cloud.   

So it is the cloud environment for a lot of customers we see it can really grow out of 

that and use the cloud when they really don't even know they're using it. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

I think the question -- I'll take a different point of view, [inaudible] story.  The 

question is how do we make life easier for customers to adopt the cloud.  I have to go 

back to the customer -- actually my feeling was how do we make life easier as a 

service provider because at the moment I will repeat the story I told at Net Events last 

year.   

At the moment we have -- in Thailand there are 17 banks.  A number of our banks in 

Thailand has decided to go with Google solutions for email systems.  And I'm 

answering this question right now because I was telling this story back in November 

last year and people from Singapore were asking, really, can a bank do that because 

it's really regulated therein Singapore?   
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I went back and asked the background.  This bank went through six months with Bank 

of Thailand through all the regulations.  After six months the bank said the BOT said 

yes, you can go ahead using the cloud service by Google.   

So in this case, this one of our biggest customers in Thailand.  We are a service 

provider who have a nationwide network.  We have been servicing this customer for 

the last say, five years.  We have hook-up with all their 1,000 over branches 

throughout the country right?  But now they're telling us we want to use our enterprise 

applications on the cloud service.  So that instead of you locking us up with all the 

1,000 branches we can just buy commercial Internet and then run the cloud service 

over the platform. 

So that was a big story for us internally.  And once the bank started doing this, of 

course people in the same vertical industry will try to follow suit.  On the other hand, 

it played across the addressable market as well where people say, even a bank does 

that, why can't we do it?   

So instead of -- this is a case where instead of we make life easier for people to adopt, 

it's on the other hand the service provider has to adopt.  So we have to go out and talk 

to the cloud people, not just Google, but we have got to be on Amazon, one of the 

biggest players and even Microsoft Azure.   

And to add fuel to the bonfire, in Thailand with the political situations going on, so 

the cloud service became somewhat a hot topic how do we use this?  So in Thailand I 

think we will see more and more adoptions of the cloud services going on in the 

future. 

James Walker 

Well, I feel like I got 20 minutes to put my shingle out there.  I don't really think I 

need to beat it to death.   

But from my point of view it's really that who is going to be credible to provide every 

single IT service that a customer is going to need or a small business?  That they may 

go to a single provider, they may go to somebody like BT and who can actually do all 

of that for them.   

As an organisation gets larger, its needs gets more diverse; the requirements that it has 

get more complicated.  The regulation and the policy it needs to enforce, all those 

kinds of things get bigger and bigger.  And inevitably there will be pieces that sit 

outside their control.  And to have commonality in how you interface with those 

things are going to make things a lot, lot easier.   

And also to my way of thinking, that creates opportunities for new services to be 

provided, new organisations to provide services.  I mean Wedge is a great example 

providing security services in a cloud environment.  That is a very specialised piece of 

knowledge.  They don't want to be spending all of their time working out how to 

interface with Bell's environment and Amazon's environment and whoever else.  What 

they want to be doing is concentrating on providing really excellent security to their 

customers.   
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So if you get all the interfacing pieces out of the way, I think it provides a platform for 

innovation, new revenue opportunities and so on rather than focusing on just having 

people build interfaces with each other which in and of themselves don't necessarily 

have much value, and then create a massive problem later on of how do you monitor it, 

how do you provision against it, how you build across it, how do you secure it, how 

do you analyse the performance across it, all of those sorts of things. 

So I like the idea of a sort of cloud which is standardised and that everybody knows 

how to use.  And then all the services then sit on top of that and are provided by 

different players and we have different service [wraps] in different things that we are 

strong at and that's the reason we have customers.  It's not the strength of the 

interfaces that we bring to the table.  

Kevin Buckingham 

I just like to pick up on a point that James made earlier about this is purely from the 

service provider's view.  So if I add 500 interfaces to manage and maintain I'm sure 

customers would absolutely love those interfaces.  It would make their life easier but 

it could also start to have expense because I'd have to maintain those and to make sure 

that it was working correctly; I'd have to make sure it was tested against security and 

everything.  

So the adoption of the cloud a lot of the time is for people to try and not only future 

proof their IT estate, but also to try and take some of the costs out.  So I'm just 

looking at these and wondering do we need to start to reintroduce costs by bespoke 

interfaces and obviously you've got to meet the sweet spot of the customer and the 

customer always has a sweet spot where the price is. 

So what will I tend to look for as a service provider?  And it's a point that you made 

Adam.  It's about customer maturity.  It's about can the customer look at what they're 

trying to do with their IT infrastructure and look at how that's trying to support its 

business.  Do they have a strategy that we as a service provider work with that 

customer and look at maybe selective outsourcing or full outsourcing?   

We can then take that on to the next stage and look at how they might converge that 

infrastructure to move that on to the cloud.  But at the moment I'm getting far too 

many requests from customers who say yes, we like the cost of the cloud.  What we 

want to do is pick up our existing infrastructure server by server and plonk it onto 

your cloud.   Job done. 

It doesn't work like that.  You've got to have a strategy.  You've got to work with your 

customer to understand where they're going in the next one, three, five or even ten 

years so that you can help them build that strategy.   

The second thing that I'd like to mention is standards.  We don't have any globally 

recognised standards that our customers can hang on to and lean on to, to give them 

confidence.  And with those standards, the customer is looking for data integrity, data 

security.  They're looking -- if they've got sovereignty issues where you can't take the 

data out of the country, you can't process it out of the country, what's the standards 

that a service provider can actually bring into their cloud offerings for the customers?  
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So I think there's a couple of things here.  I do agree with James that we need to be 

more fluid in our cloud provisioning.  We are as BT we're working with CISCO on 

their inter-cloud opportunity which is promising great things on that cloud fluidity and 

providing an interconnect fabric between various cloud services. 

Adam Dodds 

So you've mentioned a great point there around the conversation around maturity and 

Passakorn, I'd love to give this to you.  Do we need to take an iterative approach to 

standards starting with an understanding of how you might qualify a customer's 

maturity?  Or conversely, do you think that we need to attack that as a big program, 

find an answer and then move forward from there?  

Passakorn Hongsyok 

I don't have a good answer to that.  But I do think that more or less the cloud service 

providers themselves have their own standards, enforce their own sets of rules.  And 

that becomes the [effective standard] later on anyway.  So yes, that's my take on the 

question.   

On the other hand, should there be a standard body?  Some or there's some framework 

we can follow on, as the cloud, open cloud.  I think James is doing something like that,  

more or less.   

James Walker 

Absolutely. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

So that's -- I'll leave it to James to address that question.  

Adam Dodds 

James, do you want to comment on that?  

James Walker 

Well, only to say that from our point of view we saw the need.  And I'm not saying 

that we're going to get it 100% right or that we can solve everything in a week or 

anything like that.  But we felt it was important.  

[technical difficulty] 

Unidentified Speaker 

And how that evolves as we move into more of a standards based program. 
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Kevin Buckingham 

Can everybody hear me okay?  Shout out if you can't.  So I think as a CSB, a cloud 

service provider, my ideal target for the customer is to provide network embedded 

compute storage with the security around that service.   

As we move forward, the adoption of cloud has I think been slower in Asia Pacific 

than what it has in Europe.  In Europe, I believe -- I know that it's easier to sell a 

service, whereas in Asia Pacific sometimes we fall back on to which hardware we use 

in BT, how is it configured.   

And sometimes, when we look at what the customer is trying to achieve, BT's 

professional services have to work with the customer to try and help them change 

their internal processes, their internal culture.  They may have done something for 

years and when they look to change their infrastructure they still want to park those 

processes, their business processes as they are on to cloud or indeed any other 

infrastructure in that matter.   

Sometimes, we have to work with that customer to say why do you actually want to 

do this specific steps of the process and why do you want to do it this particular way.  

There are now better ways to do it.  If we don't do that, then we will increase the 

number of bespoke interfaces, bespoke services.   

If we can use our professional services to help the customer to understand that that 

alignment with the business process is absolutely critical and the way that their IT 

fulfils that business process, might fulfil it in a different way than they've been used to 

previously.  So that's the value of our professional services. 

We also see that in some organisations, there are not the skills where they can take 

their existing infrastructure and then consolidate that infrastructure on to a new 

virtualised infrastructure.   

I know one specific customer in Hong Kong, who I worked with very closely.  He had 

a virtualisation program.  He'd secured the budget, he'd started.  But when he looked 

at, he did his own value analysis for where he was in the program, he hadn't reached 

his targets.  And he hadn't reached his targets because he'd not taken that overarching 

view and created his strategies.  He was doing a machine by machine virtualisation. 

So I think that's the value of professional services.  Yes, I can sell infrastructure as a 

service, but I don't sell it very well.  And I don't think infrastructure as a service sells 

well on its own.  It is going [inaudible] isn't it. 

So to help the customers reap the benefits of infrastructure as a service, we need that 

professional services, consultancy-led [service]. 

Passakorn Hongsyok 

Adding on, on the security, most of the questions were gearing towards the cloud 

player whether -- how we address the security.  On the other hand what I've been 

observing, enterprises have a hard time maintaining their security officers.  I knew 

one of the biggest enterprise, high enterprise who has a very expert engineer, like a 
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very top high level executive.  This guy got invited to speak all over the countries.  

Two years ago, he left to form his own consulting firm and provide security 

consulting services.     

On the other hand, I think enterprises have that much choices in terms of security.  

They can't afford to maintain good people to stay in the companies.  These really tend 

to work on service providers or on the cloud services players anyway.   

So yes, it's like you heard of -- have you ever heard of a plane, a commercial plane 

missing for two months and nobody knew where it landed.  It's the same story.  I still 

had to fly here using commercial plane.  So this is a case where you have to do that 

anyway.  There's really not that much of a choice. 

Adam Dodds 

Thank you very much.  I appreciate your patience with the power and air-conditioning.  

I hope the session has been useful for you.  Obviously we're all going to be around for 

at least a couple of days.  So I'd like to thank the panel, Kevin, James, Passakorn and 

Steve.  And thank you for your time.  Cheers. 

 

 

[End] 


